You all know how much we love to travel. I swear I was a gypsy in a past lifetime. My star sign is all about “the home life” – which is true in one way. But it’s not the structure of the “home” that matters to me – it’s about being with family that matters to me.

We have traveled in many different styles over the last few years, ticking off numerous destinations and experiences from our bucket list along the way. Well, we have just found one that screams Luxury. Like millionaire lifestyle luxury.

Read on to discover how you might be able to afford a Luxury Cruise Of A Lifetime or maybe more than one holiday.

It Doesn’t Matter What Style You Travel In

We have used our gorgeous Swags – and we still use our swags whenever we get a chance.
We have stayed in the Hilton in Sydney, we have stayed in the Novotel in St Kilda in Melbourne.

We have done a family cruise with P&O Cruise. I have even stayed at a backpackers in Melbourne!! {gee that was an amazing experience!!!}

We have slept in our Motorhome in the most craziest places with free camping. We used to have a Campervan and pulled up in places where no one was game enough and slept in it – yeah there was a few mornings we woke up and we were right on the beach!!!

The Idea of Driving Without A Destination

We have traveled for over 2 months in that Campervan – with no destination in mind, just driving. I love those times the most – feeling so free and not sure of where we will be or when.

We have also done trips with a camper trailer – which is great cause we have the storage for all of our clothes/kitchen items/ and a place to pull up and cook /sleep each night.

We have driven, we have taken flights to Syndey and Melbourne, we have traveled in a Spaceship Campervan – the only thing that we haven’t done is traveled by a train {and that is on our bucket list big time!}

When I was 18 I even took a plane to England and spent two months overseas {got so homesick but loved every minute of it}.

We are also getting ready to head away for a three-day weekend trip to spend time with our family- a bucket list moment about to be crossed off our list coming up!

So it’s not important on how you travel, or what you travel in, or for how long you travel – it’s about finding a way to make travel possible no matter what.

Luxury Cruise of A Lifetime Sounds So Nice!

Luxury Cruises of A Lifetime – oh wouldn’t that be so nice! Sure would be amazing. We have done a Cruise with our whole family – 2 Adults and 5 Children. And we all had a blast. Can’t wait to do another cruise asap.
What About A Cruise Overseas?

You all know that I have a bucket list – but I don’t have that many overseas countries on that list. I do have the Greek Islands and the Mediterranean on the list – have always wanted to see the ocean over there, experience their culture and wonder their streets overlooking the sea.

Where ever there is water I soak it up. I soak up the feeling it gives me, the way it helps to ground me – the way it makes me feel walking through the soft sand and the water. It heals like no other place on earth. It’s my healing place, the spot I seek out when everything is upside down and going wrong.

With our little trailer sailer we can’t wait to take it out – did you know there are 1955 islands just in Queensland. Australia has 8,222 Islands – yeah blew me away when I had seen how many there are! Not possible to visit them all in this lifetime, but we can’t wait to try and visit as many as possible.

What About A Luxury Cruise In Turkey?

Turkey Luxury Gulet reached out to New Life on the Road and asked if they could work with us – I was like hell yeah! Actually, I reckon they should fly us all over and take us on board so that we could personally share more about their cruises with heaps of photos and information here on New Life on the Road blog, Instagram, Pinterest and Facebook pages {being my cheeky self by being silly to suggest that!!!}

Seen as how we have done a Cruise, With David being a Boat Builder by trade we have all taken on his love of boating, Seen as how we follow a few amazing families on YouTube who all sail the world on their catamarans and how we own a tiny trailer sailing boat, a Luxury Cruise of A Lifetime is now on our bucket list.

I asked David to help me with the research on their amazing yachts – he is all about the numbers, where I am all about the jumping in with both feet and seeking adventure no matter what.

How Turkey Luxury Gulet Stands Out In The Crowd

What stands out on their “about” page is their dedication, their experience, their willingness to provide the best of the best service to all those that stay on board their yachts.
"Our core team has well over 14 years of experience and we have organized over 650+ gulet charters so you can truly put your trust in our hands because our work is not done until you are unconditionally happy with every aspect of our service"

As a person who once was a manager of three ice-cream stores, it's really important to put customer needs first, to look after their staff and to provide a service that will attract the same customers to return, to spread their good experience by word of mouth and to have a team of high-quality crew members.

Back to the numbers game! Dave stayed up really late the other night working out if a *Luxury Cruise Of A Lifetime* is doable. And he found out that yes it is.

Here Are The Following Facts and Figures For Nerva Queen

- Season A 27 Apr to 1 Jun at 28,000 Euro per week
- 28,000 Euro divided by 20 people = 1,400 Euro per person for the week
- 1,400 Euro divided by 7 nights = 200 Euro per night, m per person
- Food from 280 Euro per week 280 Euro divided by 7 days = 40 Euro per day
- Cruise + food per day = from 240 Euro per day which is around $385 Australian per day (at the time of posting) not including drinks + other listed extras
- Season C which is peak season 27 Apr to 1 Jun Start 28 Apr end 31 May at 42,000 Euro per week
- 42,000 Euro divided by 20 people = 2,100 Euro per person for the week
- 2,100 Euro divided by 7 nights = 300 Euro per night per person plus extras

So who wants to be guest on board with Dave and me when we are ready to tick this one off our bucket list?? Like if we get another 9 couples, that’s 20 people and we could divide the cost between us all.

Food – we could all catch our own food right? See it is possible to be on the most amazing Luxury Cruise Of A Lifetime – you just have to think outside the box. {Joking, we can’t catch fish to feed ourselves let alone everyone!!}
Now let’s get really serious about this idea of traveling together in a group and being on board the Nevra Queen – look at how gorgeous she is!

We put a lot of effort into building trust and a good relationship with all our clients.

Our ongoing passion for excellence ensures each cruise will be seamless and stress-free, enabling you to discover and experience the best holidays of your life!

Gosh the woodwork gone into this yacht – something out of this world

Glad it comes with a crew – that looks a bit harder to sail than our tiny sailing boat!!!
To make your life easier we inspected 573 luxury gulets and choose the top 50 luxury gulets in our fleet that will provide you with the perfect luxury cruise followed by a breathtaking itinerary.

The luxury onboard those yachts – and with the New Me – I am so going to need a new wardrobe to be able to even put one toe onboard!!!

David was drooling over the woodwork that has gone into the Nerva Queen, I am still drooling over that Spa. And the Shower – oh my gosh, that Shower, never ever seen anything like it.

I can’t remember how much our Cruise was for the whole family and I can’t remember how much it was per day – but I have looked at a few cruises lately and the cost of this luxury cruise is very reasonable considering the level of service they are providing, the quality of the yacht and the location.

Lately, I have turned our blog around from a hobby to a business, I have used LOTS of YouTube Law of Attraction Videos to motivate the changes that I am transforming not only the blog but also myself. Turkey Luxury Gulets – you are now added to our Bucket List/our Dream list.

**Luxury Cruise In Turkey You Are Now On Our Bucket List**

A few years ago I would have said “no way would I ever get onboard one of those Luxury Cruise Of A Lifetime” because I wouldn’t have felt worthy enough. Now all I am thinking about is how to make a Luxury Cruise possible. getting our passports done, buying a new wardrobe and packing our bags!

Anything Is Possible – “If You Can See It In Your Mind. You Can Hold It In Your Hand”

**Have You Done A Luxury Cruise?**

Cheers

Lisa

New Life on the Road
Lisa

Welcome to New Life On The Road. We are Lisa and David - together we have five boys. After buying a Motorhome on eBay, David decided to keep it and renovate the inside! Now we travel, looking for new adventures, good coffee and gluten-free, refined sugar-free treats along the way. Looking forward to connecting with you all.

** This is a sponsored blog post for Turkey Luxury Gulets. All thoughts are my own – we are not paid to say certain words, we are not paid to not say certain words – these photos are from the Nerva Queen. We love the yachts, we love the details of the company and we now have added Turkey to our bucket list!
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THINK AND GROW RICH

BUILD A PERSONAL BRAND

BUILD A MEANINGFUL PERSONAL BRAND
Hey There! It’s David & Lisa Wood, along with our sons and two amazing rescue dogs. We Love to Travel, We love coffee, gluten-free and refined sugar-free treats. Always looking for the next adventure, hiking up hills, searching for waterfalls – living life!
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